Pedestrian Stuck by Car on Sunset Highway

On April 8th, at 12:52 am, Beaverton Police received a call of a subject lying alongside the road on Hwy 26 east of SW Baltic Ave. Officers arrived within minutes and found an unconscious male subject with a head injury in the shoulder of the westbound lanes. Life saving efforts were conducted by an officer and a passerby while paramedics were arriving and continued medical treatment. The subject was pronounced dead a short time later.

Officers determined that two male subjects in their early twenties were crossing Hwy 26 from the south approximately one half mile east of the Hwy 217 interchange (directly north of SW Katherine Lane). One of the two subjects made it across the hwy while the second subject was struck by a car traveling in the right lane of the westbound lanes.

The driver of the vehicle stopped immediately and is cooperating with the investigation. There are no indications at this time that the driver of the vehicle was impaired or that speed was a factor.

The name of the deceased is not being released pending out of state family notifications.

There are partial lane closures while CART completes diagramming.
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